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1. The Texts – Some Common Features of the Texts and Their Characters  

Throughout the past some 25 years books, television shows and movies about preternatural 
beings, especially witches and vampires living in today’s world, have peaked. The three 
main ones I will focus on are:  
  
Buffy the Vampire Slayer (US-WB/UPN 1997–2003); Charlaine Harris’s Sookie Stackhouse Novels 
(13 vols., 2001–2013) plus the TV show True Blood (US-HBO 2008–2014); and, so far, four All Souls 
books by Deborah Harkness (2011–2018) and the first season of A Discovery of Witches (UK-
BBC/SkyOne 2018), the shooting of the second season is still going on.  
 
There are many more texts, and I only mention some:  
Charmed (US-The WB/CBS 1998–2005), the very first primetime show on a group of witches; the Buffy 
spin-off Angel (US-The WB/20th 1999–2004); Jim Butcher’s Dresden Files (so far 15 vols., 2000–) and the 
TV show The Dresden Files (US-SciFi Channel 2007); the Underworld film series (US 2003–2016); the Twilight 
saga films (US 2008–2012); The Vampire Diaries (US-The CW 2009–2017; the original novel series by L.J. Smith, 
the show is based on, appeared already 1991–92) and its spin-offs The Originals (US-The CW 2013–2018) and 
Legacies (US-the CW 2018—); The Magicians (US-Syfy 2015—) based on Lev Grossman’s trilogy (2009–
2014); Midnight, Texas (US-NBC 2017–2018), again based on books by Charlaine Harris; and of 
course, the Harry Potter saga, both the seven books by J.K. Rowling (1997–2008) and the eight 
movies (UK 2001–2011), I have already dealt with at another IASS congress.  
 But there are many more, as some of you will probably know – sorry if I left out your 
favorite supernatural show.  
 I cannot give extensive introductions to the texts, and I won’t discuss their aesthetic 
quality (though I have to confess, I do have a soft spot for some). Following the examples 
set by actors, I will not in any way judge the characters, their personalities or their deeds. I’ll 
rather take the texts as is and solely deal with the topics in question.  
  
  
1.1. “I wanna be normal  ”: 3 women – 3 sets of abilities – 3 paths of life 
  
All three texts have female leading characters, presenting three different trajectories, multi-
layered voyages to discover themselves. 
 They are of different age, live in different parts of the world, come from different social 
backgrounds. And they are far more than “normal” women.  
 All three are powerful and endowed with special talents. First only reluctantly, they have 
to come to terms with their lives and learn to accept their powers. The texts accompany 
them in this process and depict their paths from bemoaning their fate to a matured self. In 
the end, they’ve succeeded coping with their unusual abilities, and handling their powers.  
 There is Buffy Summers (Sarah Michelle Gellar), heroine of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, we watch 
her from sixteen to her early twenties. So she’s the youngest of the three, and the chosen 
Slayer, gifted with strength, special skills to fight, agility, and quick healing.  
 Both in Charlaine Harris’s books and in True Blood, Sookie Stackhouse (Anna Paquin), a 
twenty-five-year old waitress at the local diner, is a telepath – a gift, she considers rather a 
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disability. Later it is revealed that she is also part fairy and thus can fight with powerful balls 
of light.  
 In the All Souls books and in the TV show A Discovery of Witches, Diana Bishop (Teresa 
Palmer) is in her early thirties, a historian and tenured professor at Yale University. She is also 
the last descendant of two lines of powerful witches, but she tried to not use her magic and 
never mastered the craft.  
 Though the title quote is taken from True Blood [TB 5.08], at one point all three say the 
same, practically verbatim, but given their powers being normal is unattainable.  
 Life is not getting easier for neither of the three, when they fall in love with vampires, 
especially difficult for Buffy who is supposed to kill every vampire. Her first vampire 
boyfriend is the mysterious Angel (David Boreanaz), then comes Spike (James Marsters).  
 Though, in Sookie’s world, vampires have recently “come out of the coffin”, they are still 
not accepted. So, her relationship to Bill Compton (Stephen Moyer) is bad-mouthed. Later, she 
sleeps with Eric Northman [Alexander Skarsgård].  
 And in the case of Diana, any close, let alone intimate, relationship between witches and 
vampires is strictly forbidden by the Covenant, drawn up in the Middle Ages. So when she 
stumbles upon a bewitched manuscript and falls in love with Matthew Clairmont (Matthew 
Goode), a vampire and Oxford professor of biochemistry, all hell breaks loose.  
  
  
1.2. “Daywalking?…the ultimate vampire dream?”: Out of the ground & into the sun 

  [Russell Edgington to Eric, TB 3.11] 
  
A comparison of the vampires in the various TV shows can be based on their paths into the 
sun – “daywalking”. Practically all vampires up until the late 2000s are nocturnal, not by 
choice: sunlight is fatal. But there are workarounds.  
 Spike is searching for the “Gem of Amara” [Buffy 4.03], an old talisman that counteracts all 
vampire vulnerabilities. For The Vampire Diaries guys, sunlight is lethal, unless they wear an 
enchanted piece of jewelry with lapis lazuli, like these rings  
 True Blood vampires have only one way to avoid burning, and even that just helps for a 
very short time: to drink the blood of a fairy, like Eric did. [TB 4.04]  
 Within the Twilight universe, vampires avoid to walk in direct sunlight, but only to keep 
their secret, because their pale skin starts to sparkle [Twilight 2009: 228]. A specific trait ridiculed 
in many Pinterest memes. And even Matthew – not at all affected by the sun – makes fun of 
it, when he reveals to the students at the Yale bio-chemistry lab that he’s a vampire, but  
“I do not, nor have I ever, sparkled!” [TBoL: 204]  
  
  
2. Vampires, Witches and more 

2.1. “He was not of an age, but for all time” – Vampires, their bodies, their souls (?)  
  [ADoW: 151 Diana on Matthew] 
  [original: Ben Johnson on Shakespeare, 1618] 

  
The title quote touches one characteristic: Though vampires aren’t really immortal, they live 
for a very, very long time, actually the oldest protagonists are thousands of years old.  
 Some vampire features appear in many texts: strength; fast movements (some can even 
fly); pale skin, low body temperature. Except for Twilight and the All Souls vampires, they all 
have retractable fangs, leaving the characteristic puncture marks. 
 The fangs are out when the vampire is “angry, or horny, or hungry, or all three”, as 
Sookie observes [SSN-03/CD: 516]. In the case of Buffy and The Vampire Diaries, the extended 
fangs go together with distinct changes of the face. 
 Large parts of the “classic” vampire lore are no longer valid for the 21st century. The last 
vampires affected by a cross are those in Buffy, and they are still without reflections, unlike 
Matthew or Bill who explains that “we started most of the myths about ourselves many 
centuries ago.” [TB 1.07].  
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 Some of the vampires are highly cultivated, sophisticated, and truly lovable characters, 
but their nature as a skillful killer, predator on top of the food chain, is never denied.  
 Many of them, like Angel, Bill, Stefan, Matthew, sometimes even Spike or Damon, are 
remorseful, on the verge of self-loathing, seeking redemption, and rather hide their killings 
from their spouses. It certainly is this two-tiered message they convey – dangerous lethal 
predator and sexy remorseful lover – that constitutes their attraction as the Good-Bad Boy.  
  
  
2.2. “Witch power is in your blood and it’s in your bones.” – Being a Witch: Corporeal 

Manifestations and Special Abilities [Matthew, ADoW 1.03] 
  
According to Matthew’s research, the DNA shows how much genetic predisposition for 
magic a witch has; and Diana’s blood sample shows “nearly every genetic marker we’ve 
ever seen in a witch”; among them mind-reading, telekinesis, and the markers for elemental 
magic, like fire (= witchfire [ADoW 1.08]).  
 Flying is another aptitude no longer common among witches. Satu Järvinen, the witch 
who abducts Diana, can fly and, so can Diana when she has to rescue herself out of the 
oubliette. Some witches are able to at least levitate like Willow and Tara [Buffy 5.06], or Marnie 
in True Blood [TB 4.07]. 
 
 A corporeal feature shared by some witches are glowing hands when they work magic.  
In The Vampire Diaries some witches can absorb magic from something on touch — with 
their hands emitting a reddish glow [TVD 6.10].  
  
  
3.  The materiality of magical (sign) and communicative/ exchange processes.  

3.1. “All witches are taught to believe in signs.” – Semiotics and the preter-/ 
supernatural  [TBoL: 565] 

  
“Magic is a form of semiosis.” — that’s the opening sentence of the chapter on MAGIC in 
Winfried Nöth’s Handbook [1990: 188].  
  
3.1.1. “Signs and Bodies” – Some aspects of Ferruccio Rossi-Landi’s semiotics   
  
Magic and spells, are phenomena that can be discussed in terms of the semiotic theory 
developed by the Italian semiotician and philosopher Ferruccio Rossi-Landi.  
 45 years ago, Rossi-Landi presented the paper “Signs and Bodies” at the very first 
Congress of the IASS, June 1974, in Milan (Rossi-Landi 1979; 1992b). In this relatively short text he 
proceeds from five propositions concerning the relation between signs and bodies: 
 A, All signs are bodies;  
 B, Not all bodies are signs;  
 C, All bodies can be signs. 
 And  
 D, Signs are not bodies; 
 E, All bodies are signs. [Rossi-Landi 1992b: 271] 

and formulates his main working hypothesis: the propositions A to C form “the basic model 
of materialistic semiotics” [Rossi-Landi 1992b: 272]. According to this hypothesis, materialistic 
semiotics starts with bodies, and, by realizing that bodies can be signs or not, comes to 
consider signs as a subclass of bodies-in-general [Rossi-Landi 1992b: 272].  
 One concept in Rossi-Landian socio-semiotics, closely connected to the matter—sign 
relation, is that of Social Reproduction. — “the sum total of all processes by means of which 
a community or society survives, grows bigger, or, at least, continues to exist.” [Rossi-Landi 
1985 175] 
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 Viewed in its totality, there are several processes within social reproduction. The basic 
one, summarized in this Schema [Rossi-Landi 1975: 65; 1985: 38], is the cycle of production – 
exchange – consumption, composed of “three indissolubly correlated moments” that social 
reproduction “always comprehends in a constitutive way” [Rossi-Landi 1975: 65].  
 The moment of exchange, conceived in a twofold way, is at the very center. It is 
simultaneously both external material exchange, and sign exchange, in itself, the 
reduplication of the entire cycle with, again, “three indissolubly correlated moments”: sign 
production, sign exchange and sign consumption.  
 Analyzing magical processes in the light of these concepts, reveals them as perfect 
examples of the sign-body duality. These magical sign processes are always simultaneously 
and in a constitutive way material and sign processes.  
  
3.1.2. “Names are important.” – Names & runes & sigils & “symbols”  [ADoW: 318] 
  
With regard to the supernatural, “names are important”, as Ysabeau, Matthew’s mother, 
and the oldest vampire in the de Clermont family, explains to Diana [ADoW: 318].  
 A special use of names appears in The Originals [TO 1.14] when Elijah Mikaelson (David Gillies) 
gets a message from the witch Celeste, his former lover. She casts a spell to cover his body 
with names of witches she had inhabited over the centuries.  
 Depending on the origin of a creature, different sign systems are preferred. Esther 
Mikaelson and her eldest daughter Freya were born in Norway in the 900s. Accordingly, 
they both use runes in their spells, for instance to establish a magical connection. 
 Two more emblems to end this section. 
 One is Matthew’s Order of Lazarus seal with a fleur-de-lis and his insignia – a six-
pointed star inside a crescent moon [ADoW 1.05; ADoW: 327]. The seal appears also on an 
illumination of Ashmole 782, worn by the white queen in the chemical wedding [ADoW 1.07].  
 The other is the old Ouroboros symbol. A silver Ouroboros figures as de Clermont family 
emblem on standards etc., and after Matthew has established his own scion, the new 
emblem, designed by his son Jack, combines the de Clermont ouroboros with a firedrake, 
Diana’s familiar, both holding each other’s tails in the mouths [TBoL: 465].  
  
  
3.2. “Magic is desire made real.” — Witches, magic and the world 

  [Diana to Matthew, ADoW: 180 & ADoW 1.02] 
  
Throughout the texts, the characters describe, or give definitions of magic, like the one cited 
in the title [ADoW: 180 & ADoW 1.02].  
  
3.2.1. “Magic’s not just emotional and mental – it’s physical, too.” – Magic and its effects  

 [Matthew to Diana, ADoW: 451] 
3.2.1.2. “Letters […] ran just under my skin.” – Corporeal effects of magic: Signs on a 

witch’s body [TBoL: 520] 
  
There are certain corporeal effects that appear only when a witch works magic.  
 Actually, in two quite spectacular moments magic literally changes the witch’s body.  
The second, Willow touches dark art books, all words scroll up her chest and her face.  
 When, in the third book, Diana inserts the lost pages of Ashmole 782, the text enters her 
body [TBoL: 481–485]. In the show, this unique relation of the manuscript to Diana, was already 
foreshadowed when she first called it at the Bodleian [ADoW 1.01]. She touched the contours 
of the image, and the fast moving spidery words float up her fingers. She clasped her hands 
on the illumination, the words re-enter the book, but the outlines of the upside-down vessel 
of the alchemical child are burned on her palm. That could again be interpreted as 
cataphoric: as the vessel resembles a uterus, it could mean that the manuscript already 
knew that Diana is able to carry the “alchemical child” — the synthesis of opposites.  
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3.2.1.3. “The twisted red-and-white strand of time” – Magic visualized [ADoW: 555] 
  
When it comes to visualize that magic is happening, double exposure seems to be the 
filmmakers’ favorite choice. The Originals has well-defined modes. Often, the image wavers 
slightly, includes double exposure, and follows a distinct color palette. Most of “normal” 
magic appears in an orange-yellowish tint [Freya TO 4.07], whereas magic related to an evil 
spirit is shown in hues of blue [TO 4.13].  
  
3.2.2. “Magic and witchcraft are but two paths that cross in the wood.” –  

Spell casting and/vs. magic   [Goody Alsop to Diana, SoN: 327]  
  
Even after she realizes that she is a rare kind of witch, a weaver, Diana still thinks that 
“elemental magic and the craft are separate” [SoN: 579], pure nonsense according to her 
teacher.  
 Magical power can take different forms, sometimes it is depicted as rippling airwaves, 
like Satu’s beating on the little (Sámi) drum [ADoW 1.06], . 
 Casting spells is a combination of incantations and specific gestures. A flick of a hand, 
together with an incantation, can inflict pain, lift someone up in the air [ADoW 1.06], or even 
break a neck. To immobilize a vampire, Marnie uses both hands [TB 4.06]. And Vincent has 
unique gestures when working magic, like rubbing thumb and fingers and blowing on them 
while chanting [TO 2.10].  
  
3.2.3. “The circle closed with a little snap.” – Forms and functions of magic circles  

 [Harry Dresden Files, Storm Front: 73] 
  
There are many methods to draw a circle, for instance with salt, used from True Blood and 
The Vampire Diaries to All Souls. Salt has cleansing properties and, together with a spell, it 
creates a barrier to contain someone inside or hold them out.  
 Holly – the other waitress at the diner – always carries a package of salt with her, sort of 
Wicca emergency kit, which comes in handy if you need to keep someone at bay [TB 4.12].  
 Other methods are burning candles, or chalk, as Matthew discovers on the photograph 
of Diana’s murdered parents [ADoW 1.04]. 
 Fire circles are also used quite often – for a ritual, Elena, Jenna and Jules are encircled in 
three fire rings [TVD 2.21]. 
  
3.2.4. “You trapped her in the house?” – Shields, protective spells & barriers  

 [Stefan to Damon about Elena, TVD 2.11] 
  
Shields come in various forms and sizes [SSN-07/ATD: 42]. Mostly, they are quite big  
and erect a barrier. In Buffy [1.01], an ancient vampire is held by an invisible barrier that 
quivers whenever he touches it. Likewise invisible, like a pane of glass, is the seal that 
keeps Elena in the house [TVD 2.11].  
 Another type of protective shield is made of light, like the barrier Diana conjured around 
her and Matthew [ADoW 1.08], or the protection spell around Marnie’s shop [TB 4.11], made of 
“the power of the sun”, deadly for vampires.  
  
  
3.3. “Get out of my head!” – Supernatural ways of seeing / reading / hearing / talking   
  
3.3.1. “I can read every mind in there, except yours.” – Mind reading  

and silent speech  [Edward to Bella, Twilight] 
  
The most distinct telepath in my texts is definitely Sookie. She hates to hear the constant 
thought chatter of everyone. And that’s one of the reasons she is drawn to vampires 
because she can’t hear them. Bill’s explanation is the lack of brain waves in vampires [TB 
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1.03]. Only after Bill has contracted HepV, and feels closer to humanity than ever before, 
Sookie can suddenly hear him [TB 7.10]. 
 At one point, Buffy acquires telepathy, and tries it out on Angel who tells her, “You can’t 
get into my mind” [Buffy 3.18].  
 Silent Speech, on the other hand, is the active sending of communication to someone, 
sometimes in a rather unfriendly way, like Diana’s future adversary, the witch Peter Knox 
does when he thrusts himself into her thoughts, and she fights him, “Get the hell out of my 
head […]” [ADoW: 37].  
  
3.3.2. “White is the color of divination and prophecy.” – Precognition, Scrying & Visions  

 [Sarah to Diana about the colors on D’s hand, TBoL: 146] 
  
Various characters – be it witch, d(a)emon or vampire – have the second sight.  
 Drusilla was a seer before Angel turned her. She continued to see, and she can induce 
visions in another, as she did with the imprisoned Giles [Buffy 2.22].  
 Usually, it’s witches who have visions, and it often runs in the family. Diana’s mother 
“was famous for her premonitions” [ADoW: 339], and in Sept-Tours Diana suddenly has her first 
visions, which didn’t make it into the show. But after Diana and Matthew come to Madison, 
NY, the Bishop house conveys a vision of the last embrace of her parents [ADoW 1.07], with 
blurred edges and a red/blue halo.  
 When witches are scrying, they use a crystal ball or a bowl of water, though any other 
liquid will do, as is the case in True Blood, when Marnie sees herself in a pool of blood, 
dead, with a gunshot wound in the forehead [TB 4.11].  
 Diana’s aunt Emily is always scrying with a bowl of water. But, this time, she is shocked 
by what she sees: Diana is in pain, tortured [ADoW 1.06].  
  
  
3.4. “Her witch’s blood sings in her veins.” – Blood: myths, properties and effects  

  [Ysabeau to Matthew about Diana, ADoW: 268] 
  
The quote refers to a witch, but myths about blood are not confined to one species. 
Witches have an affinity to blood and often use it in their spells to link, locate and track [TO 
2.22]. Blood seems to contain the essence of a being, like in True Blood, when Jesús was 
forced by his brujo grandfather to kill a baby goat and “take the spirit inside” by licking the 
blood off the blade [TB 4.05]. 
 Within the All Souls universe, all memories are stored in someone’s blood. When 
Matthew drinks from Gillian [ADoW 1.05], he sees his suspicions confirmed that she tried to 
steal Diana’s blood from his laboratory. 
 Blood signed contracts exist not only in fairy tales. To give Sookie her house back, Eric 
writes the deed with blood from his vein [TB 6.01].  
  
3.4.1. “As your maker I command you!” – How vampires are sired/made/ reborn/...  
  
Whatever the action is called, in the end there should be a new vampire. Though blood is 
always involved, the process itself differs extremely.  
 Sometimes, the exchange of blood can appear close to a seduction, as is the case with 
Darla and Angel back in Ireland in 1753, when she made him drink from the cut on her 
breast [Buffy 2.21].  
 True Blood adds yet another step, but not even vampires know why: the maker has to 
be buried together with their new progeny to complete the transformation. When Eric turns 
Willa, he first digs up a place before he lays her down, bites her, so that her blood flows into 
the ground, then he pierces his neck to let her drink his blood [TB 6.04].  
 A Discovery of Witches also presents a siring [ADoW 1.01]. When his friend is run over by a 
car, Marcus tries to save James, he does wake up, drinks, but in the end it didn’t work and 
he dies.  
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3.4.2. “Drink!” – Feeding (on) a vampire & healing   
  
One aspect of vampire blood that appears in all texts, is the healing property, like at the 
beginning of the relationship between Sookie and Bill. After she was brutally attacked, he 
heals her with his blood. Later, we can watch how quickly bite marks disappear [TB 3.09].  
 Drinking from a human, on the other hand, is risky – that’s why vampires often warn their 
lovers. All three women had to pay the price. With their vampire lovers close to death, the 
women all told them to drink, and were almost drained.  
 When Angel was shot by a poisoned arrow, the only antidote is a Slayer’s blood, so 
Buffy orders him, “Drink me!” [Buffy 3.22]. As he refuses, she hits him until his vamp face 
comes out. He latches on her neck and drinks, until he finally rolls off her and sees her lying 
unconscious.  
 After Sookie rescued the half-dead Bill, she cuts her arm to feed him. Acting on pure 
instinct, Bill bites her, drinks from her neck and can’t stop. When Tara opens the back of the 
truck, she finds Sookie in a coma.  
 Moments after she killed Juliette with witchfire, Diana tends Matthew. Inside her light 
barrier, she cuts her wrist and forces Matthew to drink; as that’s not enough, Diana offers 
her neck. Matthew drinks and sees images from their past weeks together. Only when he 
comes to the moment, he said “I love you”, he is able to stop.  
  
3.4.3. “Blood sharing is kinda — personal.” – Exchanging Blood & Sex  

 [Damon to Elena, TVD 4.02] 
  
Let’s start with the obvious. Vampires drink blood from humans, and some humans are 
feeling sexual pleasure when a vampire sucks their blood. Vice versa, some of the vampires 
get quite aroused when someone bites them and takes their blood.  
 Even the Slayer and the ultimate vampire, Count Dracula, are not immune [Buffy 5.01]. 
When Dracula visits Buffy in her bedroom, she neither resists his touch, nor his bite. Buffy 
gasps, but reading her expression, there’s more to it than just pain. In the reciprocal scene 
Dracula offers Buffy blood from his wrist, and when she latched on the small cut, he actually 
liked it, at least according to the script: “Dracula’s lids half-closed in ecstasy.” 
 In the True Blood universe, vampire blood has specific benefits for humans: it increases 
the libido and induces erotic dreams of the vampire. Sookie had erotic dreams about Eric 
after she had his blood [TB 2.09/2.10]. Later, when they have sex, Eric really likes Sookie to bite 
him, and take his blood, “because it makes [him] feel good” [SSN09/DaG: 160], and they “will be 
one”, as he explained [TB 4.08].  
 Elena tasted blood only after she turned, and it was Damon who offered his. And I 
guess, I’m not mistaken with my interpretation of his face, and how he keeps caressing her 
head [TVD 4.02].  
   
  
4. From calling names to segregation to genocide  

Human societies have a long history of fear from and hatred against certain groups, fuelled 
by ideologies which, according to Rossi-Landi [1978: 17; 1990: 19–20], range from ideas 
embedded in mythology and folklore to fraud or conscious deception; and false thinking 
leads to False Praxis.  
 Based on the opposition “us vs. them”, the latter are marginalized, or even considered 
outside the own culture in the “extra-cultural space” – as defined by the Tartu-Moscow 
school –, and labeled by the majority population as different, according to various 
parameters: religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, skin color, or, as in my texts, to be not 
human.  
 Speech patterns and discourses based on prejudices are discussed in Critical Discourse 
Analysis by scholars like Teun Van Dijk or the Austrian sociolinguist Ruth Wodak.  
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4.1. “Leech” vs. “Breather” – Prejudice, fear & hatred among creatures 
  
Right after the opening title of A Discovery of Witches, we hear Matthew’s monolog about all 
creatures, “hiding in plain sight, […] ill at ease, even with each other.” These words set the 
tone not only for this show.  
 It may look funny, but the banter between Jason and Eric is preceded by Jason’s pretty 
vicious words, when he  urges Sookie to “tell all these fucking fangers to go back to hell 
where they came from  ”.  
 Calling names is followed by denying them their status as a person, using the epithet 
“that” – like Xander does with regard to Spike [Buffy 6.18], or Gillian, when she talks about 
Matthew [ADoW 1.03].  
 As Matthew correctly pointed out, hatred is not restricted to humans vs. creatures. All 
species have prejudices toward the respective others: there’s witches vs. vampires, and 
centuries of hate and feuds between vampires and werewolves.  
  
  
4.2. “Blood is sacred” – For some, “bloodline” means more than just lineage  

or ancestry  [Magister TB 3.01] 
  
Speaking of a bloodline is per se nothing bad, unless it is aimed at keeping the bloodline 
pure. Some vampires have this tendency, but also some witches, as magic is considered to 
run in families. Diana and her friends found in the documents that the pure bloodline myth 
was at the very beginning of the Covenant [cf. TBoL: 558]. 
 And her friend Chris Roberts from the Yale University – in his own words “a black man 
from Alabama” – pointed out [TBoL: 182] that “forced segregation – or the covenant if you want 
to be fancy about it – is often about concerns for racial purity.”  
  
  
4.3. “If we created them – we can uncreate them.” – From segregation to genocide  
  
Segregation is only the first step. Together with fanaticism, it can lead to imprisonment, 
torture, and in the last instance, the extermination of the ousted group. In the All Souls 
universe, witches have even hunted down and killed a special group of their own – the 
weavers [cf. SoN: 360].  
 Whereas the Congregation vampires are ready to kill Diana and Matthew for their 
disobedience,  
the dreams of Peter Knox go far beyond as he tells Diana with a smile,  
 “if we created them, then we could un-create them.” [ADoW 1.02]  
  
How to overcome this hatred and segregation and killing?  
 One solution might be to overcome with the boundaries between us and them, as 
proposed by Gloria Anzaldúa, who described herself as a new mestiza, with a “tolerance for 
contradictions, a tolerance for ambiguity.” [Anzaldúa 1999: 101]  
 According to Anzaldúa, another aspect is to be “a participant in the further evolution of 
humankind” [Anzaldúa 1999: 19]. 
She writes,  
 To survive the Borderlands  
  You must live sin fronteras  
  Be a crossroads.  
 [Anzaldúa 1999: 217] 
  
 This crossroads metaphor appears verbatim in A Discovery of Witches, when Bridget 
Bishop told Diana that she is  
 “a creature of the crossroads, neither here nor there.” [ADoW: 490]  
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 Diana was not afraid to challenge the obtrusive laws of segregation, and fight for her 
love. The forbidden couple succeeded, and their twins are Anzaldúa’s “further evolution”, 
surmounting in their very selves the concocted cleft between the species. 
 They are part vampire, part weaver-witch, “hybrids”, just like Hope in The Originals, who 
calls herself a tribrid: witch—and—werewolf—and—vampire,  
  
As Hope was told by her mother,  
“You are a Mikaelson witch with a werewolf mother and an Original father. You are the one that could 
finally unite all the factions.” [TO 5.06] 

 
With this – HOPEful ending, 
  witch and vampire would like to thank you  
  for your attention and your patience.  
 
 

[Vienna — August 20/October 31, 2019] 
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1. The texts – some common features of the texts and their characters  
 
1.1. “I wanna be normal”: 3 Women – 3 sets of abilities – 3 paths of life  
 
1.2. “Daywalking?…the ultimate vampire dream?” Out of the ground & into the sun  

 
2. Vampires & Witches 

2.1. “He was not of an age but for all time!” Vampires & their bodies   
2.2. “Witch power is in your blood and it’s in your bones.” – Being a Witch: corporeal 

manifestations and special abilities    
  

3. The materiality of magical (sign) and communicative/exchange processes  
3.1. “All witches are taught to believe in signs.” – Semiotics and the preter-/supernatural  
3.2. “Magic is desire made real.” – Witches, magic and the world  
3.3. “Get out of my head!” – Supernatural ways of seeing/reading/hearing/talking 
3.4. “Her witch’s blood sings in her veins.” – Blood: myths, properties and effects 

 
4. From calling names to segregation to genocide  

4.1. “Leech” vs. “Breather” – Prejudice, fear & hatred among creatures 
4.2. “Blood is sacred” – For some, “bloodline” means more than just lineage or ancestry  
4.3. “If we created them – we can uncreate them.” – Exterminating other species  

1.1. “I wanna be normal”: Buffy, Sookie, Diana: 3 Women – 3 Lives 

Diana Bishop 

Buffy Summers 

Sookie Stackhouse 
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1.2. “Daywalking?…the ultimate vampire dream?” … into the sun 
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True Blood 4x04, Eric takes a swim in the sun  “Don’t be stupid, we’re vampires not lamps.” 

Buffy 4x03, The Gem of Amara The Vampire Diaries – Daylight Rings 
TVD vs. Twilight – 
Pinterest meme 

“Who’s that?” 
 
 
 
“He says he’s one  
of us.” 
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1. The texts – some common features of the texts and their characters  
 
2. Vampires & Witches  

 
2.1. “He was not of an age but for all time!” Vampires & their bodies   
 
2.2. “Witch power is in your blood and it’s in your bones.” – Being a Witch: corporeal 

manifestations and special abilities    
 
3. The materiality of magical (sign) and communicative/exchange processes  
4. From calling names to segregation to genocide  



2.1. “He was not of an age, but for all time!” – Vampires & their bodies 
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The Vampire Diaries 1x02, Damon Salvatore True Blood 1x07, Bill’s fang marks on Sookie 

Buffy 1x07, Angel burned by Buffy’s cross True Blood 1x07, Bill cleans the mirror 

2.2. “Witch power is in your blood and it’s in your bones.” 
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ADoW 1x08, Diana kills Juliette with  “witchfire” ADoW 1x06, Satu abducts Diana and flies away 

True Blood 4x07, Marnie levitates inside the circle TVD 6x10, Kai siphons magical energy 
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1. The texts – some common features of the texts and their characters  
2. Vampires & Witches       
3. The materiality of magical (sign) and communicative/exchange processes 

3.1. “All witches are taught to believe in signs.” – Semiotics and the preter-/supernatural  
3.1.1. Signs and Bodies – Some aspects of Ferruccio Rossi-Landi’s semiotics  
3.1.2. “Names are important.” – Names & runes & sigils & “symbols”  

3.2. “Magic is desire made real.” – Witches, magic and the world 
3.2.1. “Magic’s not just emotional and mental – it’s physical, too.” – Magic and its 

effects  
3.2.2. “Magic and witchcraft are but two paths that cross in the wood.” – Spell casting 

and/vs. magic  
3.2.3. “The circle closed with a little snap.” – Forms and functions of magic circles 
3.2.4. “You trapped her in the house?” – Shields, protective spells & barriers  

3.3. “Get out of my head!” – Supernatural ways of seeing/reading/hearing/talking 
3.3.1. “I can read every mind in there, except yours.” – Telepathy and silent speech  
3.3.2. “White is the color of divination and prophecy.” – Precognition, Scrying & 

Visions  
3.4. “Her witch’s blood sings in her veins.” – Blood: myths, properties and effects 

3.4.1. “As your maker I command you!” – How vampires are sired/made/reborn/… 
3.4.2. “Drink!” – Feeding (on) a vampire & healing 
3.4.3. “Blood sharing is kinda — personal.” – Exchanging Blood & Sex      

4. From calling names to segregation to genocide  

Ferruccio Rossi-Landi  
(1921-1985) 
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3.1.1. Ferruccio Rossi-Landi: “Signs and Bodies”  

 A,  All signs are bodies;  
 B,  Not all bodies are signs;  
 C,  All bodies can be signs. 
 And  
 D,  Signs are not bodies; 
 E,  All bodies are signs. 

(Rossi-Landi 1992b: 271, 272) 

A–C = basic model of materialistic semiotics  
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3.1.1. Ferruccio Rossi-Landi: Schema of Social Reproduction 

(Rossi-Landi 1975: 65; 1985: 38) 
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3.1.2. “Names are important.” – Names & runes & sigils & “symbols”  
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The Originals 1x14, Elijah’s body covered with 
names of witches 

TO 3x22, Freya’s spell with the siblings’ names 

ADoW 1x07, Chemical Wedding from Ash 782 ADoW: Double Ouroboros Bishop-Clairmont Scion 

3.2.1. “Magic’s not just emotional and mental – it’s physical, too.” 
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ADoW 1x01, Diana’s hands covered with words Buffy 6x20, Willow’s body covered with texts 

The Originals 4x07, Freya works a spell The Originals 4x13, the Hollow leaves Hope 



3.2.2. “Magic and witchcraft are but two paths…” 
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A Discovery of Witches 1x06, Satu lifts Diana off 
the ground 

A Discovery of Witches 1x06, Satu beating the little 
Sámi drum to “call upon the elements” for power  

True Blood 4x06, Marnie hexes a vampire in prison The Originals 2x10, Vincent casts a spell 

3.2.3. “The circle closed with a little snap.” 
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A Discovery of Witches 1x04, “Underneath the 
debris – there was a chalk circle.” 

The Vampire Diaries 2x21, three fire circles 

True Blood 4x12, Holly makes a salt circle — — to create an impenetrable barrier 



3.2.4. “You trapped her in the house?” – Shields & barriers 
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ADoW 1x08, Diana shields herself and Matthew True Blood 4x10, Jesús fights the protection spell 

Buffy 1x02, The Master trapped behind the barrier TVD 2x11, Elena can’t leave the house 

3.3.1. “I can read every mind in there …” – Telepathy & silent speech 

Diana about (and to) Peter Knox:  

“This was no longer a silent greeting,  
but a threat. […]  
Get the hell out of my head,  
I said fiercely if silently, touching my 
forehead.” 
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Buffy 3x18, “You can’t get into my mind” A Discovery of Witches 2011/2018: 247 

True Blood 1x03, “I don’t have brain waves.” True Blood 7x10, Sookie hears Bill’s thoughts 



3.3.2. “White is the color of divination and prophecy.” – Scrying & Visions 
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ADoW 1x07, Bishop House shows last goodbye 

Buffy 2x22, Drusilla induces visions on Giles 

ADoW 1x06, Emily is shocked to see Diana in pain  

True Blood 4x11, Marnie sees her own death 

3.4. “Her witch’s blood sings in her veins.” – Blood: myths & properties 
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The Originals 2x22, Dahlia links herself to Klaus True Blood 4x05, Jesús licks blood off the blade  

ADoW 1x05, Matthew sees what Gillian did True Blood 6x01, Eric tips the pen into his blood 



3.4.1. “As your maker I command you!” – How vampires are made 

A Discovery of Witches 1.01, Marcus tries to sire James 

Buffy 2x21, Darla makes Liam into the vampire Angel 

True Blood 6x04, Eric turns Willa into a vampire 
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3.4.2. “Drink!” – Feeding (on) a vampire & healing 1 
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True Blood 3x09, Bill heals his bite marks on Sookie’s neck with his blood 



3.4.2. “Drink!” – Feeding a vampire & almost dying… 2  

A Discovery of Witches 1x08, Diana gives Matthew blood from her wrist and her neck to heal his wounds 

Buffy 3x22, Buffy’s blood is the only cure for Angel, and she forces him to drink 

True Blood 3x07, Sookie lets the tortured and half unconscious Bill drink her blood 
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3.4.3. “Blood sharing is kinda — personal.” – Exchanging Blood & Sex 1 
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Buffy 5x01, Buffy drinks from Dracula’s wrist vein True Blood 4x08, Sookie drinks Eric’s blood 

Buffy 5x01, Dracula tastes Buffy Buffy 5x01, Buffy drinks from Dracula’s wrist vein 



3.4.3. “Blood sharing is kinda — personal.” – Exchanging Blood & Sex 2 
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The Vampire Diaries 4x02, Damon feeds Elena his blood 
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1. The texts – some common features of the texts and their characters  
2. Vampires, Witches and more 
3. The materiality of magical (sign) and communicative/exchange processes.  
 
4. From calling names to segregation to genocide  

 
4.1. “Leech” vs. “Breather” – Prejudice, fear & hatred among creatures 
 
4.2. “Blood is sacred” – For some, “bloodline” means more than just lineage or ancestry  
 
4.3. “If we created them – we can uncreate them.” – Exterminating other species  



4.1. “Leech” vs. “Breather” – Prejudice, fear & hatred among creatures 

Buffy 6x18, Xander talking about Spike 
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True Blood, 5x12 – Jason vs. Eric ADoW 1x03, Gillian talking about Matthew 

4.3. Exterminating other species 
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A Discovery of Witches 1x02, Peter Knox tells Diana what he really wants 



4.3. How to overcome segregation and hatred 
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To survive the Borderlands  
You must live sin fronteras  
Be a crossroads. 
[Anzaldúa 1999: 217]  

thank you for your attention 
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